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 In late May 2020, 
private events at hookah 
lounges in Germany 
led to a cluster of 
COVID-19 cases, where 
80 coronavirus infections 
(including 24 children) were 
traced to celebrations 
where attendees shared 
hookah pipes.1 This 
outbreak in the city of 
Göttingen put 370 people 
into quarantine, closed 
local schools, and required 
compulsory mask wearing 
for two weeks.2

Elsewhere, the provincial health 
authority in Alberta, Canada, recently 
determined that when eating 
establishments began to reopen after 
lockdown, all restaurants that allowed 
shisha smoking on site would remain 
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closed.3 Alberta made this decision after the Canadian Medical Association Journal pointed 
out that “hookahs are ideal for transmission and may exacerbate the risk for severe COVID-
19 through shared use.”4 This fact sheet describes hookah-related health risks in light of the 
coronavirus, as well as a few policy options that California jurisdictions might consider to 
reduce these risks.

 Hookah and Coronavirus Risks

Hookah smoking is communal in nature and often involves a single mouthpiece and hose 
shared between users in social settings. Hookah components include difficult-to-clean 
mouthpieces, hoses, and water reservoirs, each of which might harbor the COVID-19 virus, and 
the smoke’s “hazardous chemicals that injure the respiratory lining and predispose the smoker 
to viral infections, tuberculosis and other infectious diseases.”5 This logical link between 
hookah and exacerbated COVID-19 transmission and outcomes has been flagged by the World 
Health Organization and public health authorities in the U.S.6

Scientists believe that hookah smoking may be an exposure source for a prior deadly 
coronavirus, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-CoV).7 Growing evidence suggests that 
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COVID-19 is more transmissible in community settings than MERS-CoV.8 It is not surprising, 
then, that in response to COVID-19, some Middle East countries that experienced past 
outbreaks of MERS-CoV shut down all hookah-smoking establishments.9 Indeed, past research 
has shown that communal use of hookah pipes, also known as waterpipes, shisha, or narghile 
(and other names), carries a risk of transmitting infectious diseases such as oral herpes, 
hepatitis, and other viruses.10 COVID-19 is just one disease that can potentially result from this 
vehicle of infection.

 Possible Policy Measures

California jurisdictions can take several measures to mitigate this danger, each with the 
additional public health benefit of reducing secondhand exposure to hookah smoke. 

First, jurisdictions could prohibit smoking in all tobacco shops and private smoking lounges, 
similar to the prohibitions in the Middle East. This policy option is available in California 
because the state’s clean indoor air law allows jurisdictions to adopt more stringent measures 
than state standards, such as requiring such establishments to be smoke-free.11

Second, California jurisdictions can prohibit smoking in places that sell food or drink. This 
type of limitation prohibits “hookah café” businesses that mix customers seeking out food or 
drink with after-hours smoking in the same venue, preventing exposure of people engaged 
in activities that cannot be paired with protective masks, and thus reducing the number of 
businesses and people likely to be exposed. Both the state Legislative Counsel and Attorney 
General have interpreted existing state law12 to mean that smoking in a tobacco shop or 
smoking lounge is prohibited if the establishment also serves alcohol.13 The same logic behind 
this interpretation of California labor law would seem to apply to establishments that sell food. 
Rather, however, than relying on persuasive, but ultimately non-binding, interpretations of state 
law, local jurisdictions can adopt ordinances that prohibit either the selling of food in places 
where hookah use is allowed, or prohibit hookah smoking where food and beverages are sold 
or served. Linking violations of these prohibitions to loss of food or tobacco retail licenses gives 
the local jurisdiction a far stronger tool than the enforcement options available under state law.

Third, under California’s Food Code (and similar to the Alberta example), local environmental 
health authorities can suspend licenses to operate food businesses, such as restaurants 
and cafes, that pose an “imminent health hazard.”14 Under this law, inspectors can act when 
evidence shows that a practice creates a situation that can cause disease transmission, or a 
hazardous condition that requires immediate correction to prevent injury, illness, or death.15 
Based on the available scientific evidence on COVID-19, jurisdictions might find communal 
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hookah smoking an imminent health hazard under California law, requiring the suspension and 
closure of food establishments that offer on-site shared smoking.

Fourth, jurisdictions across the state are prohibiting the sale of flavored tobacco products, and 
such a measure including all flavored shisha would greatly limit the appeal to young people 
that are drawn to flavored tobacco.16 Very few non-flavored hookah products are available, and 
they likely do not appeal to youth, so including hookah in flavored tobacco prohibitions would 
restrict the risks of exposure to smoke and communicable disease to those who already use 
hookah regularly. 

Enforcing any of the above regulatory measures could protect communities from the cost and 
danger of a COVID-19 outbreak, and also likely protect staff and patrons from secondhand 
smoke, which has been proven to cause injury, illness, and death. As a result, these policies 
would benefit public health even after the current coronavirus crisis has ended. 

For further information on the important health equity and demographic trends of California 
and national hookah use, please consult the Center’s other publications on hookah.

This publication was prepared by the Public Health Law Center, a nonprofit organization that provides information 
and legal technical assistance on issues related to public health. The Center does not provide legal representation or 
advice. The information in this document should not be considered legal advice. This case study was made possible 
by funds received from Grant Number 19-10229 with the California Department of Public Health, California Tobacco 
Control Program, and the American Lung Association in California.
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